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A fundamental goal in cellular signaling is to understand allosteric communication, the process by which signals
originating at one site in a protein propagate reliably to affect distant functional sites. The general principles of
protein structure that underlie this process remain unknown. Here, we describe a sequence-based statistical
method for quantitatively mapping the global network of amino acid interactions in a protein. Application of
this method for three structurally and functionally distinct protein families (G protein–coupled receptors, the
chymotrypsin class of serine proteases and hemoglobins) reveals a surprisingly simple architecture for amino acid
interactions in each protein family: a small subset of residues forms physically connected networks that link
distant functional sites in the tertiary structure. Although small in number, residues comprising the network
show excellent correlation with the large body of mechanistic data available for each family. The data suggest
that evolutionarily conserved sparse networks of amino acid interactions represent structural motifs for
allosteric communication in proteins.

Communication between distant sites in proteins is fundamental
to their function and often defines the biological role of a protein
family. In signaling proteins, it represents information transfer —
the transmission of signals initiated at one functional surface to a
distinct surface mediating downstream signaling. For example,
ligand binding at an externally accessible site in G protein–
coupled receptors (GPCRs) reliably triggers structural changes at
distant cytoplasmic domains that mediate interaction with heterotrimeric G proteins1,2. Studies in many other protein systems
indicate that long-range interactions of amino acids also are
important in binding (and catalytic) specificity. Substrate recognition in the chymotrypsin family of serine proteases3,4, the tuning of antibody specificity through B-cell maturation5 and the
cooperativity of oxygen binding in hemoglobin6–9 all depend not
only on residues directly contacting substrate, but also on distant
residues located in supporting loops and other secondary structural elements. Crystallographic studies in all of these systems5,9–11 indicate that the distant residues participating in
substrate recognition do so by acting through intervening positions to control the structure of the substrate-binding site. These
long-range interactions are remarkable because many other sites,
even if closer to active site residues, show little contribution to
function. Taken together, these studies indicate that proteins are
complex materials in which perturbations at sites — for example,
substrate binding, covalent modification or mutation — may
cause conformational change to happen in a fracture-like manner
that is not obvious in atomic structures. From a biological point
of view, these fractures represent the energy transduction mechanisms that mediate signal flow, allosteric regulation and specificity in molecular recognition.
How can we globally map energetic interactions between
amino acid residues in protein structures? Although methods
such as the thermodynamic double mutant cycle12–14 provide
excellent tools for estimating such interactions, practical limitations restrict these techniques to small studies in specific model

systems. An alternative approach is suggested by a new
sequence-based statistical method for estimating thermodynamic coupling between residues in proteins15. The basis of
this method is that the coupling of two sites in a protein, whether
for structural or functional reasons, should cause those two
positions to co-evolve16–18. In principle, this might be revealed in
an analysis of a large and diverse multiple sequence alignment
(MSA) of a protein family. Application of this method for one
active site residue in a small protein interaction domain (the
PDZ domain) family predicted energetic coupling to a small set
of other residues that were organized into a chain-like network
through the protein core, linking the active site residue with distant sites15. These predictions were verified through mutagenesis, suggesting that the statistical measurement of coupling
through sequence analysis is a good reporter of thermodynamic
coupling.
These results suggest the possibility that we can visualize the
global network of energetic interactions between pairs of amino
acids and explain long-range energetic interactions in proteins.
Here, we describe this mapping for three protein families that
represent completely distinct folds and biological activities: (i) a
transmembrane signaling receptor family (GPCRs), (ii) an
enzyme family that has served as a model system for catalytic
specificity (the chymotrypsin class of serine proteases) and (iii) a
multi-subunit protein family that is the classic model system for
allosteric regulation (hemoglobin).
A statistical mapping of interactions in proteins
To illustrate the sequence analysis, we consider four positions of
a hypothetical protein (i, j, k and l) and a corresponding MSA of
the protein family (Fig. 1a,b). If the MSA is sufficiently large and
diverse that it describes the evolutionary constraints on the family, we can make the following two postulates about the amino
acid frequencies observed at specific sites. First, if site l contributes nothing to either the folding or function of the protein,
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Fig. 1 A statistical perturbation method for measuring interactions between residues in proteins. a, A hypothetical protein, showing four sites i, j, k
and l with the following energetic properties: (i) l makes no contribution to structure or function of the protein, but i, j and k contribute in some
way, and (ii) I and k act independently of one another, and i and j act cooperatively. Thus, l is energetically valueless, i and k are energetically additive, and i and j are energetically coupled. b, Schematic representation of a large and diverse MSA of the protein family, where horizontal lines represent individual protein sequences. Site l (which is unconstrained) should show the mean distribution of amino acids found randomly in all natural
proteins, whereas i, j and k should show some level of conservation (deviance from the mean distribution). c, A subalignment resulting from a perturbation experiment on the MSA, where site i is fixed to histidine. If the subalignment is also large and diverse, site l should remain at the mean distribution, site k should display its independence from site i in the invariance of its distribution, and site j should reveal its coupling to site i in the
change of its distribution. The change in an amino acid distribution at a given site upon perturbation at another can be calculated as a statistical
coupling energy ∆∆Gstat between the two sites15 (see Methods). d, Amino acid distributions at positions d, 19; e, 125; and f, 305 before (in black) and
after (in gray) a perturbation at position 296 (fixed to tyrosine) in an alignment of 940 class A GPCRs. The graph for position 19 also shows the mean
frequency of amino acids in all natural proteins (blue). Position 19 is nearly unconstrained in the GPCRs, shows little change upon perturbation
stat
stat
= 0.12kT*). Position 125 shows changes to its distribution, and a large coupling energy (∆∆G125,296Y
=
Tyr296 and a low coupling energy (∆∆G19,296Y
1.86kT*). Position 305 displays conservation similar to 125, but shows little change upon the Tyr296 perturbation, and a low coupling energy
stat
stat
(∆∆G305,296Y = 0.3kT*). g, The complete pattern of statistical coupling for the Tyr296 perturbation over all other GPCR positions j (∆∆Gj,296Y). A relatively
small set of positions, widely distributed in the primary structure, show large coupling to perturbation of 296.

the corresponding amino acid frequencies in the MSA should be
unconstrained and, therefore, should approach their mean values in all proteins. However, if sites i, j and k make some contribution, the amino acid distributions at these sites should deviate
from these mean values, and the extent of this deviation should
provide a quantitative measure of the underlying evolutionary
constraint (conservation). Second, the functional coupling of
two sites i and j should exert a mutual evolutionary constraint
between these sites, which should be encoded in the statistical
coupling of the underlying distributions of amino acids. That is,
the distribution of residues at site j should depend on those at
site i. It then follows that a lack of functional interaction between
two sites i and k should, regardless of conservation at both sites,
result in independence of their amino acid distributions.
To measure the mutual dependence of two sites on a protein,
we carry out a perturbation experiment on the MSA in which we
introduce a change to the amino acid distribution at one position and examine the effect at another site (Fig. 1b,c). For exam60

ple, extracting only the sequences that contain histidine at position i results in a subalignment (Fig. 1c) in which position i has
experienced a substantial statistical perturbation (the fraction of
histidine changes from 0.6 to 1.0). If the subalignment still
retains sufficient size and diversity so that it remains a representative ensemble of the fold family, then the following properties
should hold. First, site l, which was not conserved in the parent
alignment, should still show an amino acid distribution near the
mean in all proteins. Second, site k, which we defined as conserved but not coupled to site i, should remain unchanged in its
amino acid distribution. Finally, the coupling of sites i and j
should induce a change in the observed distribution at site j
upon perturbation at i. As described15, the magnitude of this
change can be quantitatively measured as a statistical coupling
energy between position j and the perturbation at i (∆∆Gj,istat ; see
Methods).
As an example of this sequence-based statistical experiment,
consider an alignment of 940 members of the class A GPCR
nature structural biology • volume 10 number 1 • january 2003
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Fig. 2 Mapping statistical coupling for the Tyr296 perturbation in GPCRs
(Fig. 1g) onto the structure of a representative member of the protein
family, bovine rhodopsin. Shown are serial sections through the receptor
a, starting from the extracellular face and f, ending at the cytoplasmic
surface. The orientation is normal to the plasma membrane, looking
from the extracellular side. The intermediate sections show the b, top or
c, bottom of the ligand-binding pocket and d,e, two successive sections
below, essentially following the flow of information from the ligand
interaction site to the G protein interaction site. The covalently bound
ligand in rhodopsin (11-cis-retinal) is shown in green (b,c), and ∆∆Gstat
values are mapped onto a linear color scale ranging from blue (0.6kT*)
to red (3.5kT*). Coupled residues occur both in the neighborhood and
far from position 296 and form a connected network through the structure. Residues scoring above 1.3kT* (yellow) comprise only 14% of all
residues and 22% of core residues in the GPCR. The figure was prepared
using GRASP65.
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0.001); an average of 100 trials of random selection of 34.6% of
sequences from the full MSA results in little change to the distribution of residues at position 125, and low associated statistical
stat
= 0.17 ± 0.1kT*). However, not
coupling energies (∆∆G125,random
all conserved sites show such coupling to the Tyr296 perturbation; position 305 shows conservation similar to position 125
but shows virtually no changes to its amino acid distribution
stat
=
(Fig. 1f ) and, consequently, only weak coupling (∆∆G305,296Y
0.3kT*). This coupling energy is similar to that observed at this
stat
= 0.18 ±
site for random exclusion of sequences (∆∆G305,random
0.11kT*, P < 0.29) and, therefore, is statistically insignificant.
This site-specific coupling between residues in GPCRs is not
particularly surprising. Studies in many proteins demonstrate
the principle of compensatory mutagenesis in which the phenotype resulting from a perturbation introduced at one site can be
rescued (or enhanced) by a second-site perturbation20–22. In
some cases, this effect can be rationalized as local volume compensation of residues23,24 or as local charge compensation25.
However, in the general case, second-site interactions may also
arise from distantly positioned residues through propagated
interactions. Regardless of mechanism, the statistical coupling
analysis provides a quantitative parameter (∆∆Gstat) to measure
these inter-residue interactions in the evolutionary record of a
protein family.

136

73 134

148

family (see Methods). Position 296 (bovine rhodopsin numbering used here and below) is a moderately conserved site located
at the middle of the seventh transmembrane helix that forms a
key determinant of ligand interaction in GPCRs1,19. We made a
perturbation at this site by extracting the subalignment containing only tyrosine at this site (Tyr296), a manipulation that
retains 34.6% of sequences from the parent alignment. Both the
full MSA and the Tyr296 subalignment are sufficiently diverse
and over-represented so that unconserved sites, such as position
19, show amino acid frequencies near to their mean values found
in all proteins (Fig. 1d). As expected, the perturbation of Tyr296
does little to alter the outcome at position 19 (Fig. 1d, compare
black and dark gray bars) and shows a low statistical coupling
stat
= 0.12kT*; kT* is an arbitrary enerenergy to this site (∆∆G19,296Y
15
gy unit ). In contrast, position 125, a moderately conserved site
in the third transmembrane helix of GPCRs, shows several
changes in its distribution in response to the Tyr296 perturbation (Fig. 1e) corresponding to a larger coupling energy
stat
= 1.86kT*). This coupling is highly significant (P <
(∆∆G125,296Y
nature structural biology • volume 10 number 1 • january 2003

A sparse network of coupling for GPCR position 296
The complete calculation of statistical coupling energies for all
stat
) describes the effect of perturbation of position
sites j (∆∆Gj,296Y
296 over all GPCR positions (Fig 1g). These data were mapped
on serial sections through the atomic stucture of a prototypcial
GPCR family member, bovine rhodopsin (Fig. 2). Position 296
makes a direct interaction with ligands in several GPCRs19; in
rhodopsin, a lysine at this position serves as the Schiff
base–attachment site for the covalently bound chromophore,
11-cis-retinal (green, Fig. 2b,c). Similar to position 305, most
positions show only weak coupling to the Tyr296 perturbation
(blue, Fig. 2), demonstrating that co-evolution with position 296
is a special property of only a few positions. We identify three
classes of residues that show highly coupled evolution with position 296. The first comprises a set of residues in the immediate
environment of 296 (Fig. 2b,c)2,26. For example, Phe293, Leu294,
Ala295, Ala299 and Phe91 in rhodopsin make intra- and interhelical packing interactions with position 296, and Glu113
makes a salt-bridge interaction with the protonated form of the
Schiff base27, which is critical in maintaining the inactive configuration28. In adrenergic receptors, residues at both 296 and 113
contribute to ligand interactions, and mutations at either position in several GPCRs leads to loss of allosteric control and
61
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Fig. 3 Cluster analysis of statistical coupling in the GPCR family. a, A matrix representation of all ∆∆Gstat values for 106 perturbation analyses on the
GPCR MSA, where rows represent positions (from N to C terminus, top to bottom) and columns represent perturbations (N to C terminus, left to
right). Thus, each column is one bar graph as in Fig. 1g, with ∆∆Gstat values shown colorimetrically on a linear scale covering the full range of the data
(0kT*, blue, to 4.5kT*, red). In each column, sites of perturbation are shown in bright red. b, Two dimensional clustering of the matrix in (a) reveals
relationships between positions and perturbations through their pattern of coupling. Thus, two positions would cluster closely if they show a similar pattern of coupling to all perturbations, and two perturbations would cluster closely if they show a similar pattern of coupling to all positions.
The data show that most positions are not coupled to any perturbation and act as if they are evolutionarily independent, and a few positions cluster together that show high amplitude ∆∆Gstat values for some perturbations. c, Iterative focusing of the clustering around the regions in (b) of high
∆∆Gstat values produces a final cluster of 47 positions and 10 perturbations. The cluster shows self-consistency: the included positions are related by
perturbations at sites within the cluster. Positions and perturbations in the initial clustering dendrogram that correspond to the final cluster are colored brown.

constitutive receptor activity29. These short-range statistical
interactions revealed by perturbation of 296 intuitively make
sense; we expect the effect of a perturbation in a protein to have
at least some local effect in the structure.
The second class of residues coupled to position 296 comprises
a linked network extending parallel to the plasma membrane
from 296 to form the bottom of the ligand-binding pocket
(Fig. 2c). These include a cluster of aromatic residues that, in
rhodopsin, bind to the cyclohexenyl ring of retinal (Phe261,
Trp265, Tyr268 and Phe212)2,19,27. These sites are also known
determinants of ligand specificity or receptor activation in several
GPCR subfamilies1,19. In summary, these two classes of residues
describe much of the GPCR ligand-binding pocket that is
thought to mediate transduction of ligand binding (or isomerization) to initial conformational change in the receptor molecule.
The third class of residues statistically coupled to perturbation
of 296 forms a structure that is not obvious from inspection of
the atomic structure: a sparse but contiguous network of interhelical interactions linking the ligand-binding pocket with the
cytoplasmic surface (Fig. 2d–f ). At the section immediately
beneath the ligand-binding pocket (Fig. 2d), a small group of
coupled residues form packing interactions between helix 3
(Gly121, Ile123 and Leu125) and helices 5 (Ile219), 6 (Phe261)
and 7 (Ala299, Ser298 and Asn302)27. Many of these residues are
known to be important in the allosteric activation of GPCRs1,19.
62

For example, mutations at positions 125 and 261 cause constitutive receptor activity30–32, and position Asn302 forms part of a
well-known motif in GPCRs (NPXXY)1,2,33, which has been
linked to both stabilizing the inactive conformation34 and mediating receptor desensitization35. In the next section below
(Fig. 2e), coupled residues break up into discrete clusters of
interhelical packing interactions: Asn302 and Met257 interact
between helices 6 and 7, Val129 and Ile219 interact between
helices 3 and 5, and Ile54 on helix 1 vertically contacts Ala299 at
the next level up27. Met257 helps maintain the inactive conformation of the receptor and is thermodynamically coupled to
both Glu113 and Glu134 (see below) in stimulus-dependent
receptor activation34. Finally, these interactions then connect to
two terminal sites at the cytoplasmic surface of the receptor:
(i) the bottom of helix 3 and cytoplasmic loop 2 (Glu134, Tyr136
and Phe148) and (ii) residues in cytoplasmic helix 8 (Phe313
and Met317), helix 1 (Thr58) and the beginning of helix 2
(Asn73) (Fig. 2f ). These two regions undergo a structural change
upon light activation in rhodopsin2,36–40, contain sites that likely
contact the G protein α subunit and display loss of allosteric
control upon mutation2,41–46. Thus, the pattern of coupling for
the Tyr296 perturbation comprises a sparse but connected network of core residues that largely describes signal flow through
the GPCR from initiation at the ligand-binding pocket to the
final conformational change at the G protein–binding sites.
nature structural biology • volume 10 number 1 • january 2003
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Cluster analysis of perturbations in the GPCR MSA
If the network of coupled residues described above constitutes a
general functional unit for allosteric signaling in the receptor
family rather than an isolated property of the Tyr296 perturbation, a similar pattern of coupling should be revealed through
perturbation experiments at many sites in the GPCRs. To
address this, we carried out a complete perturbation scan of the
GPCR MSA involving 106 sites in the receptor that satisfy the
statistical criteria established above for the Tyr296 perturbation.
Subalignments in each case contain sufficient size and diversity
such that unconserved sites show little change in amino acid distribution relative to the full MSA ( ∆∆G stat = 0.13 ± .03kT*, see
Methods).
The complete perturbation analysis for the GPCRs is displayed as a matrix of ∆∆Gstat values, with positions in the MSA as
rows and perturbation experiments as columns (Fig. 3a). Thus,
each column represents the set of coupling energies for one perturbation over all GPCR positions (Fig. 1g), and each row represents the coupling for one position over all perturbation
experiments. In each column, the position that is the site of perturbation is indicated in bright red. This matrix is a global representation of this protein family in which relationships between
amino acid positions are described not in terms of real distances
or thermodynamic energies, but as statistical energies reporting
the co-evolution of many pairs of sites in the protein family.
To understand the information contained in the matrix, we
carried out a two-dimensional cluster analysis to identify
groups of amino acid positions that show a profile of strong
mutual statistical coupling15. The logic of this cluster analysis is
based on a simple proposition: if evolutionarily coupled networks of residues occur and are robust and conserved features
of a protein family, then perturbations at network positions
should redundantly identify each other. In principle, this
should be revealed as a cluster of both positions and perturbations comprising the network in the matrix of coupling energies. This analysis has strong similarities with transcriptional
profiling through DNA microarrays; consequently, we used an
iterative clustering algorithm originally developed for identifi-

cation of co-expressed gene clusters to identify clusters of statistically coupled residues47. Clustering of the GPCR matrix
(Fig. 3b) demonstrates surprising simplicity in the global pattern of statistical coupling. The majority of positions (rows)
show no coupling to any perturbation, a finding that suggests
evolutionary independence of many positions. Two iterations of
the clustering, each time focusing the matrix around regions of
large ∆∆Gstat values, identifies a group of 47 positions and 10
perturbations (Fig. 3c) that form a self-consistent cluster; these
positions show similar patterns of coupling and all the perturbations used to identify them come from within this set of positions. Interestingly, these positions form a network of van der
Waals interactions that link the ligand-binding pocket with
regions of the cytoplasmic face that correspond to G
protein–interaction sites (Fig. 4). Residues mapped by this
global analysis of statistical coupling are nearly the same as
those derived from the single site analysis of the Tyr296 perturbation (compare Fig.4 and 2a–f ). This finding is consistent with
the mutual reciprocity in coupling expected for a cluster of
co-evolving residues. The physical linkage of the network is particularly striking given that it comprises only 14% of total
residues and 22% of residues buried in the core of the molecule
and that no structural information was used in the prediction of
these sites. Thus, the sparse mapping of interactions between
residues found in the statistical coupling matrix corresponds to
a sparse network of physical associations in the molecule.
The strong correlation of the residues we have identified with
the large body of mutagenic, structural and dynamic analyses of
GPCRs supports the model that this network represents a
canonical structural basis for signal transduction in these receptors. However, we note that this conclusion does not exclude the
possibility that they may also participate in determining the
cooperative stability of the protein fold. Indeed, recent work has
suggested that determinants of fold stability and allosteric communication may be largely overlapping aspects of protein structures, such that the unequal distribution of cooperative
stabilizing interactions also provides the framework for functional cooperativity48. The ability to rapidly identify these coop-
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Fig. 4 A physically connected network of coupling between residues in the GPCR family.
a, The cluster of 47 positions identified in Fig.
3c is mapped onto the structure of bovine
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Fig. 5 A global analysis of statistical coupling in the chymotrypsin-family of serine proteases. a, The statistical coupling matrix for this family containing 69 perturbations and organized as described for GPCRs (Fig. 3a). The color scale linearly maps the data from 0kT* (blue) to 4.5kT* (red).
b, Two dimensional clustering shows two separate co-evolving networks in this protein family (brown and blue in dendrograms). Iterative focusing
around these two clusters leads to two final groups: c, 1 and d, 2.

erative interactions between residues may help in the further proteins suggest a structural rationale: position 172 on loop L3,
experimental testing of this idea.
although distant from the S1 pocket, seems to influence specificity via stabilization of the L1 loop, which in turn supports the
Sparse but connected networks of coupling in other
S1 pocket10,52. In support of this model, both computational and
experimental studies show that the S1 pocket and its environprotein families
Do similar sparse networks of evolutionary coupling occur in ment seem to display correlated dynamical motions upon subother proteins, and do they correlate with functional mechanism? strate interaction53,54. Thus, specificity in substrate recognition
To study this, we carried out a global statistical coupling analysis at the S1 pocket depends on a set of distributed residues that act
of the chymotrypsin-like serine proteases and the hemoglobins, as a cooperative mechanical unit; however, the basic rules that
define the spatial pattern of this unit are unknown.
both well-studied cases of long-range energetic coupling.
To map the pattern of statistical coupling for this family, we
Serine proteases. The major determinant of specificity in the
chymotrypsin family of serine proteases is a deep pocket called constructed an alignment of 616 members of the chymotrypsin
the S1 site, which interacts with the so-called P1 residue on the class of serine proteases (see Methods) and carried out a comsubstrate49 (green, Fig. 6). In terms of catalytic power, a lysine at plete scanning perturbation analysis on the MSA comprising 69
the P1 position is preferred in trypsin by >104-fold relative to site-specific perturbations (Fig. 5a). Two-dimensional clusterphenylalanine, the preferred residue for chymotrypsin4. The ing of the ∆∆Gstat data (Fig. 5b) shows that, similar to GPCRs,
bottom of the S1 pocket in trypsin contains a negatively charged most positions show no coupling to all perturbations and a few
residue (Asp189), suggesting a simple local electrostatic mecha- positions, which show similar patterns of coupling, cluster
nism for selecting positively charged side chains at the P1 site. together. Interestingly, we identify two independent clusters of
However, appreciable exchange of trypsin specificity to that of co-evolving residues in this protein family (Fig. 5b), where the
chymotrypsin requires not only mutation of position 189 and perturbations marked in blue or brown each identifies a distinct
the entire S1 pocket, but also substitution of an unexpectedly set of positions marked in the corresponding colors. Iterative
distributed group of residues comprising three surface loops focusing of the clustering around each of these two groups
(L1, L2 and L3)3,50,51. These substitutions act cooperatively (Fig. 5c,d) leads to two self-consistent clusters. That is, each
(rather than independently) in determining specificity at the S1 contains a small set of positions that show similar patterns of
site, indicating some mechanism for thermodynamic coupling at coupling, and most perturbations defining each cluster are at
a distance. Crystallographic studies of the native and chimeric positions within the cluster.
64
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We mapped both groups of co-evolving residues as molecular
surfaces on the atomic structure of bovine trypsin (Fig. 6). Group 1
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determinant in the chymotrypsin class of serine proteases.
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Fig. 6 Structural mapping of the two co-evolving clusters of residues in the chymotrypsin
family of serine proteases. a, Group 1 and
group 2 residues from Fig. 5 mapped onto the
structure of trypsin as brown and blue van der
Waals surfaces, respectively. A substrate analog
is shown (green) with the P1 residue bound
within the S1 site on the protease, and the catalytic triad residues shown as stick bonds. Views
of these data from slicing the trypsin molecule
along the planes shown in (a) and rotating the
b, top and c, bottom halves apart. Group 1
residues (with the exception of residue 51)
form a connected unit around the S1 pocket
that involves surface loops L1, L2 and L3
(brown). Group 2 residues form two pseudosymmetric units within the structure, each in
one of the β-barrel domains that comprise the
chymotrypsin fold.
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Fig. 7 A global analysis of statistical coupling in the hemoglobin family. a, The statistical coupling matrix for this family containing 32 perturbations, organized as described for
GPCRs (Fig. 3a). The color scale varies linearly from 0kT*
(blue) to 2.5kT* (red). b, Two dimensional clustering shows
two distinct but related groups of positions in this protein
family (brown, group 1 and blue, group 2). c, Iterative
focusing shows the same relationships in closer detail.
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Fig. 8 Structural mapping of the two
clusters of coupled residues in the
hemoglobin family. a, Group 1 and
group 2 residues from Fig. 7 mapped
onto the structure of the hemoglobin
tetramer as brown and blue van der
Waals surfaces, respectively. The
hemes in each subunit are shown in
stick bond representation. b,c, Two
serial sections through one pair of αβ
subunits
(α2β1)
showing
the
tetramerization interface. Group 1
residues form a connected network
relating the heme-binding sites on
the two subunits across the tetramerization interface. Group 2 residues
are generally peripheral to group 1
sites, and form either packing interactions with these sites, with heme,
or form a few interhelical interactions.
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The second group of statistically coupled residues (blue surface, Fig. 6) also constitutes a small set of positions (5.6% of total
and 9.7% of the core residues) that comprise four contiguous
units in the structure. The group 2 residues seem to form two
pseudo symmetric substructures within the overall protease fold,
each in one of the two β-barrels that comprise the structure
(Fig. 6b,c). The interpretation of these observations is still
unclear, but could represent other evolutionary constraints on
the protease family, such as fold stability, zymogen activation or
substrate recognition outside of the P1 site. However, the coevolution of this network around the catalytic triad suggests the
alternate possibility that these residues may mediate the correlated motions of active site residues, a feature that may make
precise positioning of catalytic residues possible. Further experiments will be necessary to address these possibilities.
The hemoglobin family. In the simplified but illustrative model
for the mechanism of cooperative oxygen binding in hemoglobin, the tetramer of two α and two β subunits exists in rapid
equilibrium between two stable conformations: a low-affinity
oxygen-binding T-state and a high-affinity R-state6. The T-state
maintains low-affinity oxygen binding through non-optimal
positioning of residues of the heme-binding site, an arrangement that is stabilized through a distributed network of interactions with residues at the α1β2 and α2β1 tetramerization
interfaces6,7,55. Crystallographic studies indicate that oxygen ligation to one subunit in the T-state initiates a local structural
change in the heme-binding sites that propagates to these interfaces to eliminate key energetic interactions, allowing relaxation
of the structure to the R form6,9. In effect, the network of interactions in each subunit connecting the heme-binding site to the
α1β2 (and α2β1) protein interface represents a communication
mechanism between the allosteric heme pairs in the T-state
tetramer.
The resulting matrix of ∆∆Gstat values from a complete statistical perturbation scan of an alignment of 880 members (see
Methods) of the globin family (Fig. 7) contains 32 site-specific
perturbations (columns). Two-dimensional clustering shows that
only a few positions show large amplitude coupling to perturbations and that these positions cluster together into well-defined
groups. Two clusters of positions that show self-consistent pat66
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terns of coupling emerge, where again each cluster contains a set
of positions related by perturbations within this set. Unlike the
serine proteases, the clustering in this case also indicates that
there is considerable overlap in the statistical coupling between
the two clusters. For example, the perturbations representing
group 2 (Fig. 7c, blue columns) also couple to group 1 positions,
and perturbations in group 1 (brown columns) show significant
coupling to group 2 positions.
Mapping of these data onto the tertiary structure of human
hemoglobin shows that group 1 residues form a physically connected pathway of packing interactions that link the hemes
across the α1β2 (and α2β1) tetramerization interfaces (brown
surface, Fig. 8). Specifically, residues Leu136, Leu106, Phe98 and
Val93 (α subunit numbering) make direct interactions with the
heme (Fig. 8b,c) and, in turn, are linked to Pro95 and then to
Asn97 and Asp94, which are located at the tetramer interface. In
the hemoglobin nomenclature, the heme-contacting residues
connect to the end of the F-helix, the FG corner and finally to the
residues at the interface. A symmetric network then relates these
residues on the other side of the interface to the β subunit heme.
The group 1 network shows excellent correlation with the experimental data; the F helix and FG corner show structural changes
upon oxygen ligation to the T-state of hemoglobin and the coupled residues at the tetramerization interface (α94, β102, α97
and β99; Fig. 8c) define the fulcrum around which the quaternary structure changes in making the T-to-R transition9. We
conclude that this cluster of evolutionarily coupled residues is
consistent with the known structural mechanism for allosteric
communication across the tetramerization interfaces in hemoglobin.
The second group of statistically coupled residues (blue surface, Fig. 8) displays a pattern that is essentially peripheral to
the group 1 network. Many of these residues directly contact
the heme, pack against group 1 residues or comprise a few
interhelical contacts between helices containing group 1
residues. These findings are consistent with the mutual coupling of these two groups as revealed in the clustering of the
statistical coupling matrix; however, further experimental
study of group 2 positions is necessary to understand their contribution to function.
nature structural biology • volume 10 number 1 • january 2003
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Conclusions
Long-range communication is central to protein function, and it
is not surprising that proteins have evolved specific mechanisms
to address this constraint. Here we show that information about
these mechanisms are embedded in the evolutionary record of a
protein family and can be extracted through a systematic perturbation strategy measuring correlated evolution between
residues. In three completely different protein families that represent signal propagation, catalytic specificity and allosteric
binding, we find sparse networks of amino acid interactions.
These networks connect known functional surfaces and show
strong correlation with the large body of experimental data
mapping the core functionality of each family. Thus, the statistical energy function representing co-evolution in a protein family provides a good mapping of the known physical interactions
mediating protein function.
The statistical mapping described here is thermodynamic in
nature and, therefore, provides no intrinsic information about
the underlying mechanism of the interactions between residues.
However, the finding of physical connectivity in co-evolving networks suggests that these may be mechanically coupled elements
in the atomic structure that permit efficient propagation of local
perturbations at a distance. Experimental data in all three protein families described here supports this hypothesis. In addition, recent work has provided important clues that site-specific
correlated motions in proteins are key determinants of function56–59. For example, a small set of residues in the active site of
the peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase cyclophilin show correlated motion in the time scale of substrate turnover, and these
motions have been proposed to be fundamental for catalysis59.
Thus, allostery within proteins may mechanistically amount to
the coupled motions of a sparse and unequally distributed set of
residues. These coupled motions may be the physical basis for
the mutual evolutionary constraint that results in the statistical
co-evolution of positions in protein families.
A central result from this study is the simplicity in the pattern
of coupling between amino acids in proteins. Although, in principle, the pattern of all inter-residue interactions could be complex, reality seems to be much simpler. Most sites seem to act in
an evolutionarily independent manner, uninfluenced by perturbations at many other sites, and a few positions form co-evolving
linked networks through the structure. Such an architecture for
mediating long-range communication in proteins is consistent
with two seemingly incongruous properties of proteins: the
extraordinary tolerance to mutagenesis at many positions but
extreme sensitivity to perturbation at some sites, so that even
subtle amino acid substitutions result in severe phenotypes. We
suggest that these sparse networks are the result of a fundamental optimization process that guides sequence evolution: on one
hand, the need for complexity (coupling) in proteins to make
concerted activities possible but, on the other hand, the need for
simplicity (independence) to make proteins robust to random
mutagenesis.
Methods
Sequence alignments. The chymotrypsin-class serine protease
and globin sequences were collected from the nonredundant database using PSI-BLAST60 (e-score <0.001) and initially aligned using
ClustalW61. Class A GPCR sequences were collected as an alignment
from the GPCRDB and TinyGRAP database62,63. Alignments were
then manually adjusted using standard structure-based sequence
alignment techniques as described64. All alignments are available
for download through our laboratory web site (http://www.
hhmi.swmed.edu/Labs/rr/SCA.html).
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Calculation of statistical parameters. The calculation of statistical coupling was carried out as described15. This analysis quantitatively measures the change in the amino acid distribution at one
position j in an MSA given a perturbation at another position i as a
statistical coupling energy between the two (∆∆G stat
j,i ). Briefly, each
position j in the MSA is described as a 20-element vector of individual amino acid frequencies (for example, f = [f , f , f ,..., f ] ). The
frequency vector is then converted to a vector of statistical energies
( ∆G = [∆G , ∆G , ∆G ,...,∆G ] ), where each term is the value for amino
acid x at site j and is given by ∆Gj x = kT* ln (Pj x / PMSA x ), where kT* is
an arbitrary energy unit as described15. Pj x is the binomial probability of observing amino acid x at site j given its mean frequency in all
natural proteins.This calculation provides a logical basis for dealing
with cases in which the frequency of an amino acid at a site is zero
and accounts for the intuitive expectation that changes in the frequency of an amino acid when highly conserved should be scored
higher than an equivalent frequency change when weakly conserved. PMSA x is the probability of observing amino acid x overall in
the MSA and serves as a common reference state for all sites.
To measure coupling between a perturbation at i and any site j, we
calculate the difference energy vector, ∆∆G = ∆G – ∆G , where ∆G is
the statistical energy vector of site j in the parent alignment and ∆G
is that of site j in the subalignment derived from the perturbation at i.
The scalar coupling energy (∆∆Gj,istat) is the magnitude of this difference vector and reports the combined effect of perturbation at on all
amino acids at position j. If sites i and j are evolutionarily independent, the coupling energy is zero and is consistent with lack of interaction, but if the coupling energy is non-zero, the two sites interact
to the extent measured by ∆∆Gj,istat. Calculation of ∆∆Gj,istat for all sites j
given a perturbation at i is a mapping of how all sites in the protein
experience the effect of perturbing i (for example, Fig. 1e). The code
implementing this algorithm and sample datasets are available to the
scientific community by request, and further details are provided on
our lab web site (http://www.hhmi.swmed.edu/Labs/rr/SCA.html).
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Acceptance criteria for alignments and perturbations.
Because the goal of this analysis is to expose functional (rather than
historical) relationships between positions in the evolutionary
record of a protein family, we apply two statistical criteria to validate
the MSA for this analysis and one statistical criterion for validating
sites on the MSA for perturbation. First, the MSA should be so
diverse that several sites display amino acid distributions near the
mean in all natural proteins (for example, Fig. 1d). If so, we conclude
that the MSA has experienced substantial evolution and that the
amino acid distributions at all sites are indeed reflective of the functional constraints on the protein family. Second, the MSA should be
large enough that random elimination of sequences from the alignment does not considerably change the amino acid frequencies at
the sites. If so, we can say that the MSA has reached a state of statistical equilibrium in sequence space, a necessary condition for applying Boltzmann statistics in the analysis. Finally, perturbations at sites
in the MSA should produce subalignments that are also large and
diverse such that they remain a representative subset of the parent
MSA and do not substantially alter the state of statistical equilibrium. If so, unconserved sites (which by definition are not evolutionarily constrained) should remain unconserved and show coupling
energies close to zero. A simple method that implements this rule is
to apply a subalignment size cut-off for each protein family such
that perturbations must produce subalignments with more than the
cutoff number of sequences. The cutoff values were determined by
graphing the average statistical coupling energy for five unconserved sites in each MSA upon random exclusion of varying numbers
of sequences. In fractions of the total alignment size, the perturbations chosen for study in each family produce subalignments that
are >0.32 (GPCRs), >0.49 (serine proteases) and >0.68 (globins).
Information describing these criteria is provided on our lab web
page (http://www.hhmi.swmed.edu/Labs/rr/SCA.html).
Matrix assembly and cluster analysis. The statistical coupling
matrix for each protein family represents all MSA perturbations
that meet the criteria described above and contains positions from
N to C terminus as rows and perturbations (N to C terminus) as
columns. The clustering algorithm to determine co-evolving net-
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works of positions is based on iterative clustering methods developed for DNA microarray analysis47. The overall idea is to carry out
sequential rounds of two-dimensional clustering, each time extracting the submatrix that contains positions and perturbations that
cluster together in the previous iteration and that contain large signals. Thus, each iterative step is an attempt to refine the assignment
of clusters by focusing the clustering algorithm around regions of
positions i and perturbations j that show significant ∆∆G stat
j,i values.
If, as in the serine proteases, two independent clusters are found at
a given iteration, then each submatrix is extracted and subjected to
independent two-dimensional clustering at the next round. The
city-block metric was used for calculating distances, and clustering
was carried out using software written in MATLAB 6.1 (The
Mathworks). Supplementary material describing this approach is
provided on our lab web site (http://www.hhmi.swmed.edu/
Labs/rr/SCA.html). Iterations are continued until no further refine-
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ment to clusters is found; protein families studied required three
iterations at most to converge to stable clusters of positions.
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